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FINITENESS OF A

NON�ABELIAN TENSOR PRODUCT OF GROUPS

NICK INASSARIDZE
Transmitted by Ronald Brown

ABSTRACT� Some su�cient conditions for 	niteness of a generalized non
abelian
tensor product of groups are established extending Ellis� result for compatible actions�

The non�abelian tensor product of groups was introduced by Brown and Loday �����
following works of A�Lue ��� and R�K�Dennis ���� It was de	ned for any groups A and B
which act on themselves by conjugation 
xy � xyx��� and each of which acts on the other
such that the following compatibility conditions hold

�ab�a� �a 
b
a
��
a���� �ba�b� �b 
a
b

��
b��� 
��

for all a� a� � A and b� b� �B� These compatibility conditions are very important in the
subsequent theory of the tensor product� In particular they play a crucial role in Ellis�s
proof ��� that the tensor product of 	nite groups is 	nite�

The de	nition of the non�abelian tensor product was generalized in ��� so as to deal
with the case when the compatibility conditions 
�� do not hold� The present paper is
concerned solely with this generalized tensor product� we obtain conditions which are
su�cient for its 	niteness�

Henceforth� let A and B be groups with a chosen action of A on B and a chosen action
of B on A� We assume that A and B act on themselves by conjugation� These actions
yield� in an obvious way� actions of the free product A �B on A and on B� We recall the
following de	nition from ����

�� Definition� The non�abelian tensor product A � B is the group generated by the
symbols a� b� 
a � A� b � B� subject to the relations

aa� � b � 
aa� �a b�
a� b�

a� bb� � 
a� b�
ba�b b��


a� b�
a� � b�� � 
�a�b�a� ��a�b� b��
a� b�


a� � b��
a� b� � 
a� b�
�b�a�a� ��b�a� b��
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for all a� a� � A and b� b� � B� where �a� b� � aba��b�� � A �B�

�� Remark� Calculations in ��� imply that A�B coincides with the tensor product of
Brown and Loday if conditions 
�� are satis	ed�

�� Definition� The Comp�subgroup of A with B� denoted by Comp A
B�� is the normal
subgroup of A generated by the elements

�ab�a�
�
aba��

a�
�
��

where a� a� � A� b� b� � B�

Note that if A and B act on each other compatibly then Comp A
B� and Comp B
A�
are trivial groups�

�� Definition� It will be said that A acts on B perfectly if the action of A on B induces
an action of A on Comp B
A�� and that A� B are groups with perfect actions if under
these actions A acts on B perfectly and B acts on A perfectly�

�� Definition� Then the Comp�pairs of 
A�B� are the pairs 
Comp A
B�� B� and

A�Comp B
A�� of groups�

The pair 
A�B� gives rise to two Comp�pairs� If 
A�B� are groups with perfect actions�
then these Comp�pairs in turn give rise to four Comp�pairs� If the two �	rst stage� Comp�
pairs are each groups with perfect actions� then the �second stage� Comp�pairs yield eight
�third stage� Comp�pairs� And so on�

�� Definition� The family of pairs thus obtained will be called the compatibility resolu�
tion of the pair 
A�B��

�� Definition� It will be said that A and B act on each other half compatibly if for
every pair of groups 
C�D� of the compatibility resolution of 
A�B� the actions are perfect
and the following conditions hold�

�i� hdd�� � Comp D
C�� gcc�� � Comp C
D� for each c � C� d � D� h � Comp
C
D�� g � Comp D
C�� and �ii� on some n�th stage� n � �� of the compatibility resolution
of 
A�B�� every pair 
An� Bn� is a pair of groups with compatible actions�

Clearly if A and B act on each other compatibly 
i�e� conditions 
�� hold� then they
act on each other half compatibly�

There exists an example of half compatible actions that are not compatible� Suppose
we have 	nite groups A and B such that �A�A� is abelian and �A�A� �� Z
A�� We shall
show that the actions of A�B on A by conjugation and of A on A�B trivially are half
compatible� 
It is shown in Example �� below that these actions are not compatible�� In
e�ect� since CompA�B
A� � �� the �	rst stage� Comp�pair 
CompA�B
A�� A� of the
compatibility resolution of 
A � B�A� is a pair with compatible actions� We have the
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following equality
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where 
a�� ���
�a�����a�b��
a�� ��
�a�����a�b��a

��
� ���
a�� �����
a

��
� � �� is a generator of CompA
A�

B� as a subgroup of the group A� Hence the action of A�B on A induces an action of
A�B on CompA
A�B��
Since

��a�����a�b��
a�� ��
�a�����a�b��a
��
� ���
a�� ����� � 
aa�a��a�aa

��
� a��� a�a

��a��� � ��
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aa�a��a

��
� a���
aa�a�a

��
� a���
aa�aa

��
� a���
aa�a

��
� a��� a���
aa�a��a

��
� �� ���

a generator of CompA
A�B� as a subgroup of the group A is a product of two commu�
tators of A and from the commutativity of �A�A� we have that CompA
A�B� is abelian�
Therefore the other �	rst stage� Comp�pair 
A�B�CompA
A�B�� of the compatibility
resolution of 
A � B�A� is a pair with compatible actions� The 	nal part of the half
compatibility is easy to verify�

�� Theorem� Let A and B be �nite groups acting on each other half compatibly� Then
A�B is �nite�

Proof� Since A and B act on each other half compatibly there exists n � � such that
every pair 
An� Bn� of the n�th stage of the compatibility resolution of 
A�B� is a pair
of groups with compatible actions� Consider an arbitrary pair 
An��� Bn��� of groups on
the 
n � ���th stage of the compatibility resolution of 
A�B� and consider the following
exact sequences of groups

� �� CompAn��
Bn��� �� An�� �� An���CompAn��
Bn��� �� ��

� �� CompBn��
An��� �� Bn�� �� Bn���CompBn��
An��� �� ��

where An���Comp An��
Bn��� and Bn���Comp Bn��
An��� act on each other by the
induced actions� It is clear that these homomorphisms preserve the actions�

From ��� Theorem �
b�� we have the exact sequence of groups


An�� �CompBn��
An����� 
CompAn��
Bn����Bn��� �� 
An�� �Bn��� ��


An���CompAn��
Bn����� 
Bn���CompBn��
An���� �� �� 
��

where the 	rst map is only a map of sets� Since the following are pairs of groups with
compatible actions


An���CompAn��
Bn���� Bn���CompBn��
An����

An��� CompBn��
An���� and

CompAn��
Bn���� Bn���
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we have from ��� that the associated tensor products


An���CompAn��
Bn����� 
Bn���CompBn��
An����
An�� � CompBn��
An���
CompAn��
Bn����Bn��

are 	nite groups� From the exact sequence 
��� An�� �Bn�� is also a 	nite group�
Since An���Bn�� is a 	nite group for any pair 
An��� Bn��� on the 
n����th stage of

the compatibility resolution of 
A�B�� using the descent method from the right exactness
of the non�abelian tensor product ��� Theorem �� one can prove the 	niteness of C �D
for any pair 
C�D� of groups on i�th stage� � 	 i � n� �� of the compatibility resolution
of 
A�B� and therefore A�B is a 	nite group� The proof is complete�

	� Theorem� Suppose that the action of B on A is trivial� that A and B are both �nite�
and that B is soluble� Then A�B is �nite�

Proof� Let B��� � B� and B�k� � �B�k���� B�k���� for k � �� Then B�n� is abelian for
some n � ��

Consider the short exact sequence of groups

� �� B�n� �� B�n��� �� B�n����B�n� �� ��

Since A acts on B�i� for any i and these homomorphisms preserve the actions� from ���
Theorem �
a�� we have the following exact sequence of groups

A�B�n� �� A�B�n��� �� A� 
B�n����B�n�� �� �� 
��

SinceB�n� and B�n����B�n� are abelian� the pairsA� B�n� and A�B�n����B�n� are pairs with
compatible actions and so from ��� their tensor products A�B�n� and A� 
B�n����B�n��
are 	nite groups� It follows from 
�� that A�B�n��� is also a 	nite group�

Using the descent method� from the right exactness of the non�abelian tensor product
��� Theorem �� one can prove the 	niteness of A�B�i�� � 	 i � n� ��

Finally consider the following short exact sequence of groups

� �� �B�B� �� B �� Bab �� ��

From ��� Theorem �
a�� we have the exact sequence of groups

A� �B�B� �� A�B �� A�Bab �� �� 
��

Therefore from 
�� A�B is 	nite� The proof is complete�

�
� Example� Let A and B be 	nite groups� Let �A�A� be abelian and �A�A� �� Z
A��
Then the actions of A�B on A by conjugation and of A on A�B trivially do not satisfy
the compatibility conditions 
���
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In fact� since �A�A� �� Z
A�� there exists a� a�� a�� � A such that

a�aa���a��a�� �� a��a�aa���a���

Then we have
��a

�����a���b��
a��� �� �� �a�����a���b��a���
���
a��� ���

So these actions do not satisfy the compatibility conditions 
���
From Theorem � 
A�B��A is 	nite�
Now we will show the existence of such a 	nite group A� Suppose M � Z�

p 
additive
group� and N � Z�

p nf�g 
multiplicative group� for any prime p � �� Assume N acts on

M by multiplication of Zp i�e� �n��m� � �nm� for all �n� �� �� �m� � Zp� Let us consider
M �� N 
semi�direct product of M and N�� Then the commutant �M �� N�M �� N � � M
and therefore is abelian� In fact


�m�� �n��
�m��� �n���
��n����m�� �n����
��n�����m��� �n�����
� 
�m� nm��� �nn��� 
 
��n����m�� �n����
��n�����m��� �n�����
� 
�m� nm� � n�m�� �n���
��n�����m��� �n�����
� 
�m� nm� � n�m�m��� ��

i�e� �M �� N�M �� N � �M �
Next

�
�m�� �n��� 
�m�� �n� ���� � 
�m� nm� nm�m�m�� ��

� 
�m�� ��

for p � n� n� � and any �m� �M � So M � �M �� N�M �� N ��
Now we have to show �M �� N�M �� N � �� Z
M �� N�� Let x � �M �� N�M �� N ��

i�e� x � 
�m�� �� and suppose that p � m� Then


�m�� ��
�m��� �n��� �� 
�m��� �n���
�m�� ��

for some m�� n� � Z where p � 
n� � ���
Thus M �� N is an example of the above mentioned 	nite group A and therefore

f
M �� N� �Bg � 
M �� N� is 	nite for any 	nite group B�

��� Definition� Let A and B be groups and A acts on B� Then �A�B� is a normal
subgroup of B generated by the elements abb�� for all a � A� b � B� and we can de�ne

�A�B�n � �A� �A�B�n���� n � ��

since the action of A on B induces the action of A on �A�B��

��� Theorem� Let A and B be �nite groups� Suppose B acts on A trivially� If �A�B�n

is abelian for some n � � then A�B is �nite�
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Proof� Consider the exact sequence of groups

� �� �A�B�n �� �A�B�n�� �� �A�B�n����A�B�n �� �

Clearly these homomorphisms preserve the actions and from ��� Theorem �
a�� we have
the exact sequence of groups

A� �A�B�n �� A� �A�B�n�� �� A� �A�B�n����A�B�n �� � 
��

Since �A�B�n is abelian� the induced actions of A and �A�B�n satisfy the compat�
ibility conditions 
�� and from ��� A � �A�B�n is a 	nite group� From the construc�
tion of �A�B�n the induced action of A on �A�B�n����A�B�n is trivial� Since the ac�
tion of �A�B�n����A�B�n on A is also trivial� from ��� we have A � �A�B�n����A�B�n �
Aab � 
�A�B�n����A�B�n�ab and therefore is a 	nite group�

From 
��� A� �A�B�n�� is also a 	nite group�
Using the descent method from the right exactness of the non�abelian tensor product

��� Theorem �� one can prove the 	niteness of A� �A�B�i for � 	 i � n� ��
Finally consider the following short exact sequence of groups

� �� �A�B� �� B �� B��A�B� �� ��

From ��� Theorem �
a�� we have the exact sequence of groups

A� �A�B��� A�B �� A�B��A�B� �� ��

By the same reasons as above A� �A�B� and A�B��A�B� are 	nite groups and therefore
A�B is also a 	nite group� The proof is complete�

Note that Example �� is available as an example for Theorem ���
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